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				Beltrame is pleased to participate in the DevH2forEAF workshop22889


				It was a pleasure to attend, yesterday, to the workshop presenting the activities carried out so far as part of the #DevH2forEAF project.

AFV Beltrame Group is a partner of the programme for the development of technologies suitable for the use of #hydrogen in #steel processes.

“European funded programs represent a great opportunity for us to be involved in the development of new technologies, together with international parties, and prove our commitment toward a sustainable development of our business”, declared Giovan Battista Landra.
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				Let’s discover the hydroelectric plants of AFV Beltrame Group!22870


				We will start with the one situated on the right bank of the Bacchiglione river, in the south of #Vicenza, in Debba locality near Colli Berici.

The plant was built in 1943 for Cotonificio Rossi on the basis of an existing hydroelectric plant derived from a late 19th century mill, and was acquired in 1986 by Acciaierie e Ferriere Vicentine Beltrame S.p.A.

In 1994 it passed to Società Impianti Idroelettrici and then, in 2000, to Idroelettriche Riunite S.p.A. In the end, in 2023 it was acquired by AFV Acciaierie Beltrame SpA.

The Debba hydroelectric plant is of the run-of-river type, all the water captured by the Bacchiglione river is entirely released downstream of the plant without any storage.

The annual hydroelectric power production is approximately 2,000,000 kWh.

This is a small hydroelectric plant with a flow rate of about 15 m3/sec and a head of about 3 m. 

The power plant consists of 2 generating units, equipped with 2 double regulated vertical Kaplan turbines of 239 kW each and their asynchronous generators.

The plant was revamped between 2021 and 2023 and many activities were carried out: from the installation of a new trash rack cleaner to the modifications of the loading channel and turbine gates; from the structural modification of the building to the replacement of turbines and generators.

“We have been studying the revamping of the power plant in detail for years”, explained Gianmaria Zanni Energy COO “all dry and wet works have been replaced and rebuilt and this will lead not only to an increase in production thanks to improved efficiency and automation, but also to a reduction in stoppages. It’s also important to mention that thanks to the revamping, solutions have been adopted to increase the #safety of the operators themselves in the plant.” 
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				Listen to the RINA podcast dedicated to ESG projects “Steel Sustainability: the Steel Industry goes Green”22765


				The production of #steel is an energy intensive activity and inevitably involves the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere, both in direct form (#scope1) due to production process requirements, and indirectly mainly due to electricity consumption (#scope2).

This is why the steel industry is strongly committed to #decarbonisation projects to reduce its environmental impact.

Raffaele Ruella, CEO and Group CFO, and Gianmaria Zanni, Energy COO, discuss this goal by talking about the path undertaken by AFV Beltrame Group to Paolo Moretti, CEO RINA SERVICES in the podcast “Paths of Sustainability” moderated by Fulvio Giuliani.

Click here to listen to the entire episode to embark on the journey towards #carbonneutral steel”.

			



		

			



			
				The 5th Report “Foreign-controlled enterprises in Italy” presented yesterday during the ABIE Annual Meeting22728


				On the occasion of the second Annual Meeting of the Advisory Board for Foreign Investors (#ABIE) of #Confindustria, entitled: “Investing in the future by navigating uncertainty”, the 5th Report realised by the Osservatorio Imprese Estere and Luiss Guido Carli University in collaboration with ISTAT, Scuola IMT Alti Studi Lucca and ICE was presented yesterday.

The Report analysed the role of foreign capitalised enterprises in the Italian economy and their contribution to economic growth, #innovation, exports and attention to #sustainability and the #wellbeing of workers. 

There are 17,641 foreign enterprises active in Italy. Growing by 11.8% compared to 2019, they have a significant presence in industry with 28.7% (5,067 companies) particularly in strategic sectors such as pharmaceutical, automotive, energy, chemical, IT and commercial. Most of these enterprises are based in the European Union.

“These companies stand out for their presence in high-tech sectors, their focus on the #circular economy, pollution monitoring and #sustainablemobility. They invest in new technologies and continuous staff training”, highlighted Barbara Beltrame Giacomello, Vice President for Internationalisation of Confindustria and President of ABIE.

“However, Italian companies with foreign capital face significant challenges, including a shortage of qualified personnel and bureaucratic burdens. To face these challenges, the only way is to work together to create the conditions for them to continue to believe in our country and seize new investment opportunities”.

Click here to download the report.
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				Proud to be awarded the Corporate Social Responsibility trophy22721


				The Beltrame Group would like to thank GROUPE SOCODA for the kind welcome extended to us. We are proud to be awarded the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) trophy!

Our commitment has been recognised and will have a positive impact on society and the environment.

This convention has given us the opportunity to get together and exchange ideas.

We wish you all the best for the future! 
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				Beltrame supports the RoboCup Junior League22587


				The Veneto ‘RoboCup Junior’ educational robotics competitions kicked off today at the Istituto tecnico industriale A. Rossi in Vicenza, supported by AFV Beltrame Group.

The RoboCup Junior League is an exciting introduction to the field of robotics and above all a training opportunity for students to develop technical skills through hands-on experience with electronics, hardware, software. It also offers a highly motivating opportunity for teamwork to achieve a common goal.

Finally, the tournaments give participants the opportunity to take part in international exchange programmes and share the experience of comparing themselves with peers from abroad.

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria: Carbon Neutrality explained by Paolo Sartini22515


				Achieving #carbonneutrality also thanks to an effective supply chain management. 

Click here to discover the video in which Paolo Mario Sartini explains that it is possible!

			



		

			



			
				We are joining our talents in the second edition of Next Gen Days22463


				We are joining our talents in the second edition of #NextGenDays, the inter-company #training and #development programme promoted by #ABIE, the Advisory Board for Foreign Investors of Confindustria.

After the success of the first year, we have also joined the second edition of this unique programme: thanks to the collaboration between companies, in fact, 40 young talents, coming from all the realities involved, will have the opportunity to increase their #professional and managerial skills through networking moments with colleagues from other companies and a series of training sessions focused on four macro-areas fundamental to succeed in today’s working environment: #manufacturing, #leadership, #sustainability and #businessmanagement.

#ABIE brings together the main Italian companies with foreign capital, among the more than 18,000 in our country, which together are facing the challenges of the energy and digital transition and lifelong learning.

Together we are committed to improving the Italian manufacturing environment by investing in Research and Development, but above all by believing in the centrality of #Italian human capital and improving the #technical and managerial skills of our employees.

Best of luck for this new adventure to our Matteo Marchetto and Marta Permunian and to all the talents involved!

Many thanks to Birra Peroni for hosting the first Next Gen Days this year.

Find out more about Next Gen Days here
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				Agreement signed with Edison Next22032


				The agreement signed with Edison Next to make the Group’s sites more and more efficient, is part of the AFV Beltrame Group’s commitment to reducing #emissions and increasing the environmental sustainability of our activities. 

This commitment has been embodied in a decarbonisation plan that aims to reduce #CO2 emissions by 40% in Scope 1 and 2 by 2030, by leveraging 4 pillars: #productive efficiency, #circular economy actions, #self-consumption of #renewable energy and use of #hydrogen.

“After a proper analysis, we identified which consumption needs to be carefully controlled within our plants. At this point, we set up KPIs in order to find anomalies from malfunctions and waste through appropriate studies. This type of investigation allowed us to identify negative drifts in consumption, verifying the trend and thus allowing us to monitor the performance of the different plants. The installation of this system is part of the broader #decarbonisation path that we are taking: in this direction, we have recently acquired 12 hydroelectric power plants located in the Italian Alps: these assets will provide a significant contribution of renewable energy, enabling remote self-consumption and contributing to the achievement of our decarbonisation goals,’ explained Gianmaria Zanni, Energy COO.

Click here for full details.

			



		

			



			
				LME is pleased to be taking part for the first time in the Made In Valenciennes event22019


				LME is pleased to be taking part for the first time in the Made In Valenciennes event organised by the Valenciennes Métropole Tourist and Convention Bureau. 

The aim of Made in Valenciennes is to showcase the expertise of the Valenciennes region in sectors as diverse as the automotive, logistics, transport, innovation, energy, health and food industries.

For the tourist office, the industrial fabric is a segment that needs to be promoted, both for locals and tourists.

LME’s participation means that the general public will be able to visit the steelworks and rolling mills for the first time, and find out what goes on behind the scenes and what our company does.  We had the pleasure of welcoming around forty visitors last Thursday and we will be welcoming more on Thursday 07 March. 

LME would like to thank all those who took part in these visits, as well as the employees who worked to ensure the event ran smoothly.
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				The practical importance of first aid techniques22010


				Congratulations to our colleague Stefania Lachi who, thanks to her knowledge of the first aid techniques learnt in the company, used the #defibrillator provided in the San Giovanni Valdarno plant and managed to keep alive an outside passer-by suffering from cardiac arrest and then wait for the arrival of the medical vehicle.

For this she was honoured yesterday by the mayor together with other people who have done the same in other situations.
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				Beltrame joined the new board of directors of the Green Building Council Italy21898


				AFV Beltrame Group in the person of Giovan Battista Landra, Group Environment & Sustainability Director, has joined the new board of directors of the Veneto – Friuli Venezia Giulia Chapter of the Green Building Council Italia, a non-profit association whose members include the most competitive companies and the most qualified Italian associations and professional communities operating in the segment of the #sustainablebuilding.

The objective is to promote a process of transformation of the Italian building sector through the development of third-party certification of protocols developed for the specificities of the national market, whose parameters establish precise criteria for the design and realisation of healthy, energy-efficient buildings with low environmental impact.

“Being able to contribute to these goals, sharing our Group’s experience in a constant and positive confrontation with other partner realities on such important issues is certainly stimulating and of great interest to us, also in the light of the European guidelines on green building and #sustainable activities. The application of the Minimum Environmental Criteria in the projects of the #PNRR and the Complementary Plan, but also in private projects, designed according to #sustainability criteria, places great emphasis on the use of #steel products with a high recycled content and a low carbon footprint,” commented Landra.

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame AFV products fully satisfy the criteria defined by CAM.21824


				The EPD is the Environmental Product Declaration (Type III) that, through the LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) methodology, provides information on the environmental performance of products.

AFV Beltrame Group has included information on the recycled content of its merchant rolls and bars in its recently published EPDs. This information, validated by a third party, meets the needs of economic operators/designers who need certified data to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the CAM-Environmental requirements.

The minimum recyclate content can be found in the EPD under the section “Additional environmental information”. 

Due to the high percentage of recycled material (> 95%), all Beltrame AFV products fully satisfy the criteria defined by CAM.

			



		

			



			
				The project “Green your space” starts today21727


				Today sees the start of the ‘Green your space’ project, which aims to re-green the workstations in the Vicenza plant.


 The supply of plants for offices brings with it more than one advantage: from the beautification of the premises to the possibility of naturally filtering the air in the rooms, from creating a touch of cheerfulness to refreshing the environment in which they are placed to generally improving well-being and mood.


 There are eight different types of plants provided, all of which are perfect even for those without a green thumb! A small vademecum on how to keep them healthy and flourishing was then distributed to everyone.
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				Students visiting the San Giovanni plant21675


				AFV Beltrame Group’s activities towards the new generations continue! We are pleased to have welcomed the students of 2 mechanics classes from the ISIS “Valdarno” to visit our plant in San Giovanni Valdarno. 

The company visit is a valuable opportunity for the students to understand the workings of our production process and explore career paths in our industry, in view of the activation of PCTOs (previously known as school-to-work alternation) that will allow us to help grow the next generation of talent!
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				Chalibria: collaboration is important21669


				Collaboration with partners spanning the entire supply chain leads to a virtuous acceleration of change and contributes to the large-scale use of #low-carbon steel in the interest of all.

Click here to take a look at the dedicated video.

			



		

			



			
				Made in Valenciennes: We’ll be there! And you?21546


				“Made in Valenciennes: We’ll be there! And you? 

During the February school holidays, a large number of partner companies will have the opportunity to showcase their expertise, trades and passions in a wide variety of fields to a broad public.

This year, LME Groupe Beltrame becomes one of the partners of the 6th edition of Made In Valenciennes, a great opportunity to discover our industrial heritage.

Don’t hesitate to register and book your place with Valenciennes Tourisme et Congrès from 15 February!

			



		

			



			
				Two essential updates in Stahl Gerlafingen21472


				Recently, two essential updates to the production line infrastructure have been implemented in Stahl Gerlafingen, our Swiss site.

On the one hand, a new top-notch crane will handle steel products by moving faster and more precisely. The crane relies on new technology to deliver more power using less energy.

The other new asset is the updated pinch roll laying head. The wire enters the coil layer axially and is laid into the desired wire coils by a rotating laying tube. The task of the coil layer is to shape the wire so that it can be dispatched and stored. The new machine will make the production process much faster and more effective.

Both new installations will save energy and help reduce the plant’s overall energy consumption. This is part of the overall strategy of AFV Beltrame: making steel production more efficient with a lower CO2 emissions impact.
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				AFV Beltrame Group announces the incorporation of Idroelettriche Riunite S.p.A.21403


				AFV Beltrame Group announces, as published today by Il Sole 24 Ore, the incorporation of Idroelettriche Riunite S.p.A., a company operating in the production of renewable energy for over a century, marking a further step in the investment path for the development of the #decarbonisation plan. 

Raffaele Ruella, Managing Director of AFV Beltrame Group, explains: “The objective of pushing the accelerator in the #sustainability sphere is a broad project that sees us committed on several fronts. It certainly starts with having state-of-the-art, efficient plants with controlled emissions, while paying great attention to the energy needs of the processes. Therefore, with the acquisition and incorporation of Idroelettriche Riunite, we reinforce the rigorous strategy of reducing #CO2 emissions that we have structured, through the procurement of #energy from renewable sources. This will enable us to achieve remote self-consumption and significantly reduce Scope 2 emissions, while also allowing us to be increasingly competitive in the market. It is important to consider that the energy produced by the 12 hydropower plants will not be sold on the market for speculative purposes, but will be self-consumed at our group’s production sites.

There are 12 hydroelectric plants owned and operated as of January 2024 and they are located at 10 sites between Piedmont and Veneto, namely in: Carturo (PD), Collicello (VI), Valstagna (VI), Colzè (VI), Debba (VI), Agrasina (VB), Cipata (VB), Montecretese (VB), Nuova Ceretti (VB), Pontetto (VB).

These are small and large-scale power plants with an average production of 160 GWh/year of renewable energy, equal to 30% of the Italian plants’ energy requirements and leading to a reduction of about 36,000 tonnes of Co2 emitted into the atmosphere.

For Gianmaria Zanni, Group Energy Manager: “To achieve this result, we have built up appropriate contracts with remote self-consumption traders that will allow us to reduce procurement costs but also stabilise costs. The whole project is in addition to the existing #energyefficiency plans and will also lead to an enhancement of the business with further developments. However, other important initiatives should also be mentioned: direct investments in photovoltaics in areas we own (Veneto and Piemonte), where we are working hard on the projects and the relevant authorisations, and the signing of long-term PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) green energy contracts with plants that have already gone into operation. Last but not least, we joined the Renewability Consortium, which, thanks to the plants located in Latium, Abruzzo and Sicily, will produce 14 GWh self-consumed at our production sites.

Click here to read the full press release.
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				LME: a visit in collaboration with Baudelet Environnement and Recynov21363


				LME Groupe Beltrame, in collaboration with the Baudelet Environnement / RECYNOV consortium and in the presence of the CTPL-Centre Technique et de Promotion des Laitiers Sidérurgiques, wanted to promote the use of electric steelmaking slag by showing visitors around our site, where low-carbon steel is produced by recycling local scrap metal.

Contractors, public works companies and technical bodies came together for a tour of the plant and the slag preparation site, and to discuss its application and the opportunities for using it in the region – road construction or under-layers for drainage materials in particular.

LME, Baudelet (SATC) and Recynov would like to thank all those who attended the visit, which included Aurore Colson, Regional Councillor for the Hauts de France, responsible for the circular economy, Frédéric Motte, Regional Councillor and Chairman of the REV3 Mission, and Frédérique Seels, Managing Director of Cd2e.
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				Planet 2030: Beltrame also among the most climate-conscious Italian companies21267


				There is also AFV Beltrame Group among the 150 most climate-conscious Italian companies, according to the ranking compiled by Corriere della Sera, Pianeta 2030 and Statista.

There were more than 600 companies identified that were based in Italy and belonged to the companies with the highest turnover in the country or listed on the Italian stock exchange.

The research was based on CO2 emissions, divided into Scope 1 and Scope 2 in relation to turnover for the years 2020-2022. 

The ranking represents a further recognition of the continuous and concrete commitment that AFV Beltrame Group shows towards the themes of #sustainability, #decarbonisation and #energyefficiency.

			



		

			



			
				Do you know how the Group undertaken its decarbonization journey?21176


				Do you know how the AFV Beltrame Group undertaken its #decarbonization journey? Take a look at this infographic
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If you want to find out more visit here.

			



		

			



			
				New EPD Declarations publication completed21131


				AFV Beltrame Group updated the LCA (Life-Cycle-Assessment) study and completed the new EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) declarations of 6 products:

– hot rolled merchant bars (Italian and French mills)

– concrete reinforcing bars (French plant);

– industrial aggregate (Italian plant).

The EPD is the certification of the environmental impacts of a product, validated by a third party, according to ISO 14025 and EN 15804 standards and based on the Product Category Rules (PCR) of the reference sector.

Within the EPD Declaration are sets of indicators useful to describe the environmental performance of products throughout their life cycle, including the GWP (Global Warming Potential) which measures #global warming emissions.

EPDs can be downloaded directly from the Programme Operator’s website “International EPD System“.

			



		

			



			
				First Italian photovoltaic plant in SGV plant21068


				Since the beginning of January, on the roofs of our plant in San Giovanni Valdarno (AR), the first photovoltaic system of our Italian plants has been active, destined for self-consumption, with a power of 1.6 MW that will cover about 20% of the production site’s electricity needs.

A further, concrete step on our path of #decarbonisation, for an increasingly sustainable production of #steel.

			



		

			



			
				Lessons for 2024 with Carlo Beltrame21032


				We happily accepted Forbes Romania‘s invitation to take part in their special end-of-year project, 𝐿𝑒𝓈𝓈𝑜𝓃𝓈 𝒻𝑜𝓇 𝟤𝟢𝟤𝟦, together with the most important managers and entrepreneurs in the #Romanian business #community.

„Last year has been a difficult and challenging period in global economic and political terms, with significant repercussions for business, industry and investment. In this context of unpredictable change, adaptability and the ability to make quick decisions have become key assets to successfully navigate the continuing challenges and address emerging risks”, stated Carlo Beltrame, AFV Beltrame Group Business Development Manager and CEO for France and Romania.

The #steel industry will continue to face multiple challenges, including energy prices, the raw materials crisis, low demand, low steel prices and also labour shortages. However, our strategy for the coming year aims at strengthening Donalam’s position as the Romanian reference producer of concrete steel, rolled wire and special steels – a model of good governance and corporate responsibility replicable at European level.

We intend to continue our substantial investment projects and to ensure the continuity of our operations and the financial stability of the company in order to remain competitive and efficient in the current steel market, affected by economic challenges”, added Carlo Beltrame.

Thank you Forbes for the invitation to talk about the lessons we learned this year and challenges we expect in 2024.

Full article here

			



		

			



			
				Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year21008


				A very Merry Christmas and Joyful New Year to all our customers, stakeholder and friends! May the new days ahead be bright for all!


https://gruppobeltrame.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Gif-NATALE-beltrame-2023-2.mp4

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame sponsors “Three Masterpieces in Vicenza”20758


				Inexorable. Changeable. Eternal. Time is the protagonist of the exhibition “Three Masterpieces in Vicenza”, inaugurated last Saturday and of which AFV Beltrame Group is a sponsor.

Organised by the Municipality with the co-organisation of Intesa Sanpaolo, the exhibition presents three masterpieces by #Caravaggio, #VanDyck and contemporary artist #ArcangeloSassolino and will be open until 4 February.

The three works will also be the leitmotif of 17 further events on the role and impact of time in different disciplines: from photography to philosophy via dance and astrophysics, literature and music. Finally, the Palladio Museum Kids will also offer four educational workshops for children.

“I am proud that the Beltrame Group supports this important initiative that brings three wonders of Italian art to the Basilica,” said Patrizia Beltrame, Vice President of the Group. “The decision to offer free admission to the people of Vicenza and its province, as well as to primary and secondary schools from all over Italy, is a way for us to contribute together to promoting the extraordinary cultural heritage of our country, as well as a small Christmas gift for the entire city.

Basilica Palladiana di Vicenza- Opening hours: Daily 10-18, 25 December and 1 January 15-20. In conjunction with events 10-20. Last admission 30 minutes before closing.

			



		

			



			
				“Pathways to Decarbonization: strategies and insights” the new report20742


				The need to accelerate decarbonization and achieve sustainable growth to meet global CO2 emissions reduction targets, is a priority for us.

A low-carbon footprint hashtag#steel industry requires shared efforts, closer collaboration with partners, clarity of vision and strategy.

Find out how we have addressed all these steps, and what we have planned to pursue the challenging, sustainability objectives, we all have to face.

Download here the new report: “Pathways to Decarbonization: 2023 strategies and insights”.

			



		

			



			
				Team Building for HSE Managers20661


				#TeamBuilding for #HSE managers from all Italian plants with the participation also of foreign colleagues from the various countries.

A three-day event to share best practices within the Group, to dwell on new management methodologies and KPIs for 2024.

The training was inaugurated with a meaningful experiential formula. In fact, the University of Taste hosted everyone in the kitchen (!), a perfect metaphorical place for the company’s reality, where teamwork, including culinary fun, reinforces the feeling of being part of a single, large team.

Many thanks to the organisers of Esac Formazione.

			



		

			



			
				Interesting interview for Handelszeitung20604


				In a lengthy interview, HANDELSZEITUNG, one of the leading business newspapers in hashtag#Switzerland, asked AFV Beltrame’s Group CEO about the current situation at the Swiss plant in Gerlafingen. 

Alain Creteur drew attention to how the EU, its member states and Switzerland deal with their steel industry. Here are some of his critical statements:

“In contrast to Switzerland, the EU has recognised the strategic importance of its basic industry. Switzerland is, therefore, confronted with an aggressive and strategically orientated EU industrial policy. This is increasingly torpedoing the metal material cycle in Switzerland and exports to the EU.”

“In the energy sector in particular, the current framework conditions do not guarantee the competitiveness of energy-intensive Swiss companies. We are constantly confronted with European policies that promote investments in hashtag#decarbonisation with projects unavailable in Switzerland.” 

“The sustainable production of construction steel, particularly, is a strategic and relevant industry in Switzerland and Stahl Gerlafingen covers 50% of internal demand, and the failure of such a system would lead to the immediate shutdown of all downstream sectors.”

Nevertheless, Mr. Creteur’s message is crystal clear: AFV Beltrame will work tirelessly to do whatever is necessary to bring the Swiss site in Gerlafingen on track. 

Read the full article here

			



		

			



			
				All Italian plants have obtained ISO 50001:2018 Energy Management System certification20585


				AFV Acciaierie Beltrame S.p.A. has obtained ISO 50001:2018 Energy Management System certification for all its Italian sites: Vicenza, San Didero (TO) and San Giovanni Valdarno (AR).

This important milestone is in addition to the integrated management system #quality, #health and #safety, #environment (QHSE) already consolidated for years.

The ISO 50001 Energy certification allows the company to have a structured system of control and updating of mandatory requirements, to constantly monitor energy performance, to increase sensitivity and awareness at all company levels on these issues and to minimise consumption, promoting energy efficiency projects that have always been in the company’s DNA.

			



		

			



			
				New cooperation agreement for Chalibria20561


				AFV Beltrame Group and BE Group AB / BE Group Sverige AB joined forces towards #decarbonization and signed a new cooperation agreement for #Chalibria, the certified carbon neutral steel.

“We continue to work with customers and stakeholder, knowing that a low-carbon steel industry requires concerted and shared efforts with clear measures and opportunities that support our commitment and meet both our carbon footprint reduction goals” declared Carlo Beltrame, Country Manager France & Romania, Group Chief Business Development Officer.

“There are many pathways to decarbonisation, especially for energy-intensive and hard to abate sectors. Choosing the right one can be not so easy, that’s why partnerships are vital” Aldo Iaccarino, Export Sales Director.

Click here for more details.

			



		

			



			
				Proud of the “Company for Generation Z” award20502


				AFV Beltrame Group is among the winning companies of the second edition of the “Company for Generation Z”, an award instituted by the Radar Academy Business School that rewards the companies that have invested the most in “Generation Z”, through concrete policies of attraction, employment and talent enhancement.

“We are proud as an international group to have received this new recognition, we remain firmly convinced that valuing young people, discovering their potential and retaining the best talents is a pivotal point for the process of change and improvement of the corporate organisation. Participating in events with schools, universities and business schools is an effective way of attracting Gen Z talent and introducing them to the professional growth paths we can offer. But above all, it is an opportunity to make people discover a world, the steel industry, that is still so little taken into consideration by the younger generations and that instead really has a lot to offer from multiple perspectives,’ said Leonardo Princic, Group HR Management Senior Specialist who took the award. 

An award that celebrates the intense activity that AFV Beltrame Group has developed during 2022 in favour of young people of generation Z and their professional integration.

			



		

			



			
				Interesting interview by Carlo Beltrame for Ziarul Financiar20454


				Carlo Beltrame, Business Development Manager and CEO of Beltrame France and Romania, recently gave an interview to the top Romanian financial newspaper Ziarul Financiar, discussing the dynamics of the steel industry in 2023 and outlining projections for 2024.

Here are the key highlights:

➡️ The slowdown in industrial activity across Europe has led to a significant drop in steel consumption, down around 35% on the previous year;

➡️ Despite the challenges faced in 2023, the company showed resilience by investing in its two production units located in Târgoviște and Călărași;

➡️ Looking forward to 2024, the company remains committed to sustaining its investments, allocating an additional investiment;

➡️ For 2024, Carlo Beltrame forecasts a partial market recovery of around 10%. This optimistic projection is attributed to forthcoming infrastructure projects and significant contracted residential developments. 

Full interview available here

			



		

			



			
				Proud of Barbara Beltrame, winner of the “Business” category of the WE Award – Women Excellence20347


				Barbara Beltrame Giacomello is the winner of the ‘Business’ category of the WE Award – Women Excellence dedicated to female excellence organised by Il Sole 24 Ore, in collaboration with the Financial Times and the media partnership of Sky TG24.

The WE Award 2023 is an international project dedicated to success stories, created to valorise the experience of women who have been able to achieve important results on a professional level or in the service of the common good. The shortlisted nominees told stories of life, before that of professional and/or social commitment, expressing a strong ability to inspire the women of today and tomorrow.

“I am proud of this recognition. It is an award that also gratifies my company, which belongs to a sector, the #siderurgical one, that has always been very masculine, but which over the years has been able, in a natural way, to welcome and value inclusiveness, creating a respectful and collaborative work environment with great attention to all people. A ‘steel with a human face’ is what we want to strive to build every day,’ said Barbara Beltrame.

			



		

			



			
				AFV Beltrame Group has been awarded the BAQ, again this year!20344


				AFV Beltrame Group has been awarded the BAQ, again this year!

The Bollino per l’Alternanza di Qualità (Seal of Quality Alternation) rewards those companies that distinguish themselves for the realisation of high quality school-work alternation courses by activating virtuous collaborations with secondary schools and vocational training centres.

The aim of the initiative is to enhance the commitment of companies in training activities and to counter the mismatching of skills, the cause of the mismatch between labour supply and demand that slows down the country’s economic and social development.

AFV Beltrame Group is committed to bridging precisely that ‘training’ gap between the academic world and the world of work, and to trying to make it less difficult for young people to enter the company once they have finished their studies. 

Through the organisation of school-to-work alternation courses, companies provide young people not only with basic knowledge, but also with the skills they need to enter the job market, alternating hours of study with hours spent in the classroom and hours spent in the company, to ensure real and meaningful experience ‘in the field’.

For this very reason, during 2023, we placed 5 young people, from 5 local and neighbouring schools, in 4 different company departments.

			



		

			



			
				The Beltrame Group participates in the “Steel seen from the South” conference20280


				How has the steel industry in Central and Southern Italy reacted to the roller coaster of 2022/2023? How does it look in these last months of the year? What are operators’ expectations for 2024?

These are the main topics discussed during the conference ‘Steel seen from the South’, organised by siderweb in collaboration with Gruppo Rapullino, which will be held today at 3 pm in Naples (Salone D’Amato – Unione Industriali Napoli, Piazza dei Martiri, 58).

The event will also present the results of the ‘Bilanci d’Acciaio’ (Balances of Steel) study on the steel supply chain in central and southern Italy, the backbone of the southern Italian economy.

The meeting will be divided into two parts. In the first one, Arianna Ducoli and Stefano Ferrari from the siderweb Studies Office will respectively illustrate the macroeconomic and steel outlook in 2024 and the results of the steel supply chain in Central-Southern Italy in the three-year period 2020-2022.

In the second part, instead, a round table moderated by Davide Lorenzini (siderweb) will take place, in which some protagonists of the sector will discuss: Luigi Rapullino (Rapullino Group and Sideralba), Danilo De Giovanni (Movisid), Giancarlo Ventimiglio (BPER Banca) and Enrico Fornelli CCO AFV Beltrame Group.

To register for the event

			



		

			



			
				25 November: the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women20250
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				We look forward to seeing you at the Career day of the University of Brescia20157


				We look forward to seeing you at the Career day of the University of Brescia at the headquarters in Via Branze!

Our HR Team will be present at this Placement event to offer you an orientation interview, useful advice for the planning of your future career path and illustrate all the possibilities of growth in our international group. Don’t miss it!

			



		

			



			
				LME Beltrame Group thanks the Réseau Entreprendre Hainaut20160


				LME Beltrame Group thanks the Réseau Entreprendre Hainaut for the visit of their members and is proud to be part of it. 

It was another great moment of sharing and the occasion for an in-depth guided tour and detailed explanation of the steelmaking process. 

We look forward to repeating this experience with a visit to our rolling mills.

			



		

			



			
				Listen to the interesting interview on Radio 24 with Gianmaria Zanni20121


				The energy issue in the steel industry is a priority. But who deals with it in the company? Who is the Energy Manager? What are his tasks?

Thanks to Anna Marino for the nice radio interview on Radio 24 with Gianmaria Zanni, Group Energy Manager, who talked about his work experience within the Beltrame Group.

Listen it here.

			



		

			



			
				A very interesting article published by La Voix du Nord20118


				#Environment, #investments, #hiring: what the LME plant in Trith Saint Léger has been doing for over two years.

A very interesting article published by La Voix du Nord about the on-going and future activities in our french site.

LME Groupe Beltrame is firmly committed to a sustainable investment policy with the aim, at Group level, of reducing CO2 emissions by 40% by 2030 (based on 2015).

Moreover, LME also shares strong values of commitment, mutual aid and solidarity. Joining LME means deciding to make a career for yourself and giving meaning to your work.

Read the full article here

			



		

			



			
				Happy Birthday Chalibria!20021


				One year ago, today, we launched #Chalibria.

But, how did the idea of a carbon-neutral steel come about? And why we are increasingly facing the #decarbonization challenge?

Watch the video here and find out how Raffaele Ruella, Managing Director AFV Beltrame Group presents the project!

Happy Birthday Chalibria!

			



		

			



			
				Safety day in the Romanian Targoviste plant19979


				News from DONALAM, our operations in Romania!

We are pleased to share the success of the “Safety Day” held in our Târgoviște plant with over 180 attendees, both in person and online.

With the powerful theme “Together we make work safer!”, the event aimed to elevate awareness among our dedicated colleagues about the paramount importance of workplace #safety and #health.

During the event, we focused on essential topics including our Company’s Occupational Health and Safety context, First Aid, the Importance of Hand Protection or Energy Isolation Systems.

One of the highlights was personal experiences shared by a brave colleague who had encountered and overcome a workplace accident.

#AFVBeltrameGroup #steel #safetyfirst

The day concluded on a high note, with overwhelmingly positive feedback from the participants. Their enthusiasm and desire for more inspire us to plan even more engaging and informative editions of “Safety Day” in the future.

Together we are making strides in ensuring a safer and healthier workplace for all!

Stay tuned for more updates on our continuous journey towards workplace safety excellence!

			



		

			



			
				Interesting interview with Barbara Beltrame published by Tecnologie Meccaniche19900


				“Today, climate change, geopolitical tensions, and the emergence of other industrial players on the global scene (e.g. India and Brazil) are confronting our companies with the need to adapt to a very challenging context. Within this framework, the green revolution and the digital revolution are the two macro-trends that will bring about a radical change from which Italian industry cannot and must not exempt itself.

Adaptation to #sustainability criteria will allow our companies to be more efficient and save on energy costs, as well as rationalise the use of those goods such as water, which are increasingly scarce but necessary for maintaining production cycles.

Digitisation will bring about time efficiencies in administrative processes, optimise the timing of complex industrial processes, and ensure that high quality standards are maintained in the production of goods and services.

It is therefore incumbent on the manufacturing sector to realise that the dual transition is more of an economic and social necessity than a challenge.

On the one hand, in fact, only companies that are able to adapt will be able to compete in the global market in the future; on the other hand, it must be understood that adapting to sustainability standards will mitigate the effects of climate change, helping the international community as a whole’.

Read here the detailed interview with Barbara Beltrame Giacomello published by Tecnologie Meccaniche

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria: a win-win strategy for the environment and for all of us19884


				From words to deeds: deliver carbon neutral steel for a more sustainable supply chain and thus reduce the CO2 impact on the entire production system.

A win-win strategy for the #environment and for all of us.

We are proud to applaud the first delivery of #Chalibria steel to the Berco‘s plants.

#AFVBeltrameGroup #steel #decarbonization David Butzerin, Daniela Fabbri, Federico Berretti Nicoleta Dumitru

			



		

			



			
				Are you a student? Come and visit us at Carrer Day in Padua19817


				AFV Beltrame Group awaits you on 9th November at the Open University Career Day 𝐈𝐄𝐒 𝟐𝟎𝟐𝟑 at the Padua Exhibition Centre, Pavilion 15 

An unmissable event dedicated to students, undergraduates and graduates in Engineering, Economics and Science, an opportunity to interact directly with our HR Team and discover all the professional possibilities we can offer you.

			



		

			



			
				Institutional guided tour at Stahl Gerlafingen19761


				Institutional guided tour at Stahl Gerlafingen, the Swiss plant of AFV Beltrame Group. The Foreign Affairs Committee of the Swiss Council of States met in the hometown of Committee President Primin Bischof, yesterday.

He took the opportunity to show his colleagues the steel production facility of Gerlafingen.

CEO Alain Creteur, CFO Patrick Puddu, CMO Hélène Smagghe and Board Member Lukas Heinz Stuber gave the politicians, who came to Gerlafingen from all over Switzerland, first-hand information on the situation in the #energy market and export restrictions for #steel to the EU.

After the visit of the plant, steel producers and visitors were able to establish personal contacts and clarify detailed questions.

We thank for the visit: Ignazio Cassis (Federal Councilor), @Roberto Zanetti (Concilor of States) Pirmin Bischof (Councilor to the States and President of the Foreign Policy Commission).

			



		

			



			
				Net-Zero industry act: Good news for the market development of Chalibria19749


				Recently, the EU Industry Committee proposed to broaden the “Net-Zero industry act“: “to encompass the entire supply chain in the manufacturing of technologies needed for #decarbonization”.

Good news for the market development of #Chalibria, AFV Beltrame Group carbon neutral steel, which can contribute to decrease Scope 3 carbon footprint of manufactured equipment and promote #greensupplies.

			



		

			



			
				Have a look at the interesting article published by “The Diplomat”19725


				Donalam strengthens its position in the #steel market. Despite challenging economic conditions affecting various sectors, our Romanian subsidiary reports sales of over 155,000 tons of #rebar and #qualitysteelproducts over the first 9 months of 2023.

One year after resuming rebar sales back in October 2022, the company achieved around 24% local rebars market share, being the sole producer of rebar in the Romanian market. Simultaneously, the special steel products, manufactured in both Călărași and Târgoviște, have solidified the company’s position in the European steel market.

“Despite tough and unfair competition from external suppliers in a volatile business context, our distinct quality in both finished products and services is gaining recognition in the market. Our ambition is to be the sector’s reference producer locally, not just in terms of quality but also in responsible production and #decarbonization”, stated Carlo Beltrame, Group Business Development Manager, and CEO for France and Romania.

Read the full article here

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame among 100 Super Champions companies19526


				Proud to be among the top, 100 leading Italian companies in the 2023 ranking published by Corriere della Sera.
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				Chalibria: Discover all ongoing sustainable projects19479


				Discover more about #Chalibria, our #decarbonization plan and all the sustainable, on-going projects here

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame supports “The Book of Life” Literary Prize19475


				AFV Beltrame Group supports the De Leo Fund association, a non-profit organisation that provides free psychological support to people who are coping with the loss of a loved one, either due to tragic events or as a result of Covid19.

The Foundation organised for Saturday 21 October, the first edition of the National Literary Prize: ‘The Book of Life’, dedicated to writings celebrating the value of life. 

The brainchild of Vera Slepoj and Diego De Leo, the award is dedicated exclusively to novels or essays that promote content that gives positive value to existence, celebrating the best of contemporary Italian literature.

The award ceremony will be held at the Castello del Catajo, in Battaglia Terme (PD). Admission free while places last.

			



		

			



			
				New project for the Swiss plant19435


				Today, our Swiss company Stahl Gerlafingen signed a contract of use with the energy cooperative ADEV Energiegenossenschaft for the installation of a solar power plant with a capacity of 2 megawatts, which will be installed on the roof of the rolling mill hall.

“The solar plant is an excellent example of creating and sharing value with all our stakeholders, in favour of even more sustainable steel production in Switzerland,” stated Alain Creteur, CEO Stahl Gerlafingen.

Construction of the plant will take place at the beginning of next year and already by April 2024, the plant is expected to be able to provide two million kilowatt hours of climate-friendly electricity annually.

Stahl Gerlafingen will use all solar energy for its own production.

The big installation will comprise around 4500 modules installed on the roof.

			



		

			



			
				Autumn prevention month19395


				In all of the Group’s Italian factories, between last year and this year, employees were offered the opportunity to book and attend, free of charge, a specialist dermatological examination, useful for diagnosing pigmented skin diseases, allergic skin diseases and viral pathologies, and a cardiological examination. In addition, an in-house flu vaccine is available for all those who request it.

“These initiatives allow us to expand our #welfare plan, which is increasingly designed with a view to the well-being of our people, and within which projects dedicated to #safety, and to #health in particular, emerge as a priority and find greater appreciation. We are convinced that wellbeing passes through working environments in which people feel welcomed and listened to (hence the various ongoing survey projects for comparing and accepting requests) and above all passes through individual health” Giulia Caruso, Group HR Management Director & Deputy CHRO.

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria: the long journey towards sustainability continues19379


				Creating a low-carbon future, in the coming years, is one of the most important challenges we are called to face. We will succeed only with a total approach to #decarbonisation in all industrial sectors.

So, cooperation to achieve this goal is crucial.

Berco, a company of thyssenkrupp, is part of this journey.

During this week, the company has signed an agreement with Beltrame to use #Chalibria, the certified, carbon neutral steel, for their products: undercarriage components and systems that include track chains, rollers, idlers and sprockets for dozers, excavators and other machines.

Another further step towards the global CO2 footprint reduction.

			



		

			



			
				Congratulations to Barbare Beltrame on her new role19372


				Congratulations, from all of us at AFV Beltrame Group, to Barbara Beltrame Giacomello for being appointed Executive Vice President of the Board of Directors of Luiss Guido Carli University, the Libera Università Internazionale degli Studi Sociali Guido Carli, a prestigious Roman university specialising in offering a high-level education with its courses in Economics and Finance, Business and Management, Law and Political Science.

			



		

			



			
				Institutional visit today to the San Giovanni Valdarno plant19353


				Institutional visit today to the San Giovanni Valdarno plant. Welcoming the President of the Region of Tuscany, Eugenio Giani, and the President of Confindustria Toscana, Maurizio Bigazzi, were Barbara Beltrame Giacomello and the Beltrame Management.

The meeting was an opportunity to visit our headquarters, to show the most important stages of the production process, and also to illustrate the industrial plan, most of which is dedicated to #sustainability aspects.

“First and foremost, investments were made in the railway connection, which will be further optimised, and in the photovoltaic plant, already installed on the roofs of the factory, which will be used for self-consumption,” said Alessandro Franconi.

			



		

			



			
				LME Groupe Beltrame is proud to support local activities19350


				LME Groupe Beltrame is proud to support local activities, whether cultural, sporting or social, and it was with this in mind that we partnered the Valenciennes Film Festival, giving all LME employees the opportunity to attend a preview screening with their children of the film “Linda veut du poulet”, the critics’ favourite which has just won the Grand Prix at the Annecy International Animated Film Festival. The children were then able to chat freely with the director and enjoy a snack!

A great time for parents and children alike. Thank you to #Fullframe and especially to Anne Sanchez for her professionalism and good humour.

			



		

			



			
				Assofermet: Beltrame talks about its decarbonisation process at the autumn conference19223


				This morning Assofermet‘s Autumn Conference; ‘Going green: the wave investing companies and changing paradigms’, will be held at the Confcommercio headquarters in Rome.

#sustainability, #siderurgy, #circular economy and how major global trends impact the Italian and international economy were the topics discussed.

Enrico Fornelli, CCO, and Giovan Battista Landra, Group Sustainability & Environment Director, spoke about the #decarbonisation process undertaken by AFV Beltrame Group and the challenges of electric furnace steel.

			



		

			



			
				Sixth edition of our annual magazine “Frames” published19161


				Pleased to present you the new Frames, our annual magazine dedicated, this year, to the theme of #decarbonization.

Once again we have involved professionals who are part of this journey and that are experts on #sustainability and #circulareconomy and furthermore on topics that are of value to us in doing business.

So, special thanks to our guest editors: Stefan Ghenciulescu, Ambroise Lecat, Marco Mari, Giacomo Sandicchi, Brigit Wyss, Martin Eduard Debusmann and Davide Zanni and to Giada Fuccelli for her powerful drawings. 

You can read their articles here

			



		

			



			
				LME Groupe Beltrame organised its Safety and Sustainable Development Day.19119


				“LME Groupe Beltrame organised its Safety and Sustainable Development Day.

This was another opportunity for employees to learn about a wide range of topics, including life-saving techniques, the carbon impact of our lifestyles and consumption patterns, and waste sorting. It was also an opportunity to share a convivial moment with colleagues.

“Occupational risk prevention is everyone’s business. In order to raise awareness among all employees and those working at the site, LME is rolling out a Health and Safety Commitment with the aim of achieving “zero accidents”. It is based on concrete actions that are embedded in the daily lives of employees and their subcontractors. Safety and Sustainable Development Day is a day that we have devoted to training, informing and preventing the various risks associated with the company” Joséphine MORET Safety Manager LME.

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame strongly believes in cultural activities and supports the territory19091


				AFV Beltrame Group, with its usual spirit of openness and support for cultural activities promoted by Vice President Patrizia Beltrame, supported the symphonic opera concert ‘Partirono le rondini’ by the Orchestra Sinfonica del Veneto, conducted by Maestro Marco Titotto and featuring the famous tenor Cristian Ricci.

The event took place in the evocative Church of Santa Corona in Vicenza and was like a ‘musical flight’, among the most beautiful romances and opera symphonies of all times, dedicated to all the Veneti in the world.

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria: first Italian distribution agreement signed19014


				AFV Beltrame Group has signed the first important agreement also in #Italy for the distribution of #Chalibria, with Sider Center, the main Italian steel purchasing group.

“The synergy and common vision between players in the same sector is the trump card for finding solutions that mutually optimise business towards a sustainable transition,” explained Enrico Fornelli, CCO of AFV Beltrame Group, “contributing to generating growth in respect of the environment and a conscious management of resources, something in which we believe a lot and which is increasingly being demanded of us by the European Community.

“We are particularly pleased to become the first Italian ambassadors of the Chalibria product and to underline our common commitment to the path of #steel sustainability,” added Stefano Dall’Aglio, General Manager Sider Center. “Ours is a strategic choice and confirms our intention to provide the entire domestic market with expertise and availability of the #carbonneutral product on which Beltrame is making significant investments.”

Read the full article here

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria for a carbon neutral steel future18989


				One further, significant step towards a carbon neutral steel future!

Also Friedrich Kicherer GmbH & Co. KG has chosen #chalibria.

Shared vision and cooperation are the key to achieving the challenging goals of the ecological transition together.

Read the article here.

			



		

			



			
				Safety Day in the Calarasi plant18986


				It’s been the #SafetyDay for our Donalam colleagues in Călărași, Romania.

A day to sharpen our safety knowledge with hands-on workshops, to learn from others’ experience and to reinvigorate our collective commitment to keeping our workplace safe and secure.

Safety is a way of life, not just a priority!

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame supports “The Book of Life” Literary Award18944


				Beltrame supports “The Book of Life”, the Literary Prize dedicated to novels or essays that know how to give a positive value to existence by being a source of inspiration, an example to imitate.

Find out all the details here and take part in the Award Ceremony, Saturday 21 October at 18:00 at the Catajo Castle in via Catajo, 1 in Battaglia Terme (Padua).

			



		

			



			
				Enterprises by Women: Inaugural interview by Barbara Beltrame18896


				It is “our” Barbara Beltrame Giacomello who opens Silvia Spillere‘s column ‘Imprese da Donne’. An interview that retraces the main stages of her career and the highlights of her involvement in Confindustria.

Enjoy reading!

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame supports the “Fairy Children” association18870


				AFV Beltrame Group supports the initiative: “Office Trials”, a project that started recently and is implemented by the Association “i Bambini delle Fate” that supports young people with #autism and other disabilities in social inclusion activities.

This programme specifically aims to create a shared, structured and intuitive working environment.

The context is that of the ABAut Association of which the young people are members, for which they are engaged in small and simple tasks of filing, secretarial work, arranging and preparing material for the association’s projects, each to the extent of their own abilities, aptitudes and the need for different times and spaces.

All this takes place with a view to personal gratification, in which very often it is the activity itself that is reinforcing, because it puts them in a position to do. The term #disability is fortunately increasingly moving away from a mere concept of inability.

The primary objective is precisely to give concrete proof that everyone can contribute, just as they are.

Full steam ahead, guys!

			



		

			



			
				People First: l’importanza della formazione18744


				La #formazione è una delle più importanti leve attivate dalle imprese estere per attrarre nuovi talenti. L’89% delle imprese a capitale straniero, infatti, investe su questo aspetto in percentuale maggiore rispetto alle altre realtà imprenditoriali presenti in Italia, affiancando alle attività formative tradizionali anche il training on the job, la partecipazione a workshop e seminari e attività di auto-apprendimento.

È quanto emerso dall’evento: “Nuove Generazioni, imprese globali e la sfida della competitività” svoltosi ieri e promosso all’#OsservatorioImpreseEstere di Confindustria e Luiss Business School e la Scuola IMT Alti Studi Lucca, con il contributo di Fondirigenti.

“I dati parlano chiaro: le imprese italiane a capitale estero danno una grande rilevanza agli asset intangibili nelle loro strategie di crescita e, in particolare, le analisi testimoniano l’attenzione alla qualità e alle competenze delle risorse umane.” ha dichiarato la Vice Presidente per l’Internazionalizzazione di Confindustria e Presidente di ABIE, Barbara Beltrame Giacomello. “I talenti ad alto potenziale hanno bisogno di un’offerta di formazione che gli permetta di sviluppare le loro qualità per poi metterle a disposizione dell’azienda. Per questo l’Advidory Board Investitori Esteri di Confindustria, insieme alle nostre imprese associate, ha elaborato un progetto formativo dedicato a manufacturing, leadership, sustainability e business management, rivolto ai loro talenti”.

Per Roberto Valente, Group Chief HR & HS Officer: “Valorizzare in maniera ottimale tutte le persone che costituiscono la nostra realtà aziendale, facendo emergere e crescere i loro contributi in termini di competenza, passione e dedizione, si traduce nel concetto di People First, un motto nel quale il GRUPPO BELTRAME ha sempre creduto ed investito. Nel 2022 abbiamo erogato infatti 89.631 ore di formazione nel Gruppo e da alcuni anni è a disposizione di tutti i nostri dipendenti, 7/7, gratuitamente e accessibile da ogni device, un’academy digitale con corsi specifici e non, sia di hard che di soft skills. Le persone giuste al posto giusto sono un asset, da nutrire e proteggere. E possono generare ancor più valore crescendo e maturando competenze in un ambiente lavorativo rispettoso, sano e soprattutto stimolante per quel che riguarda la loro crescita professionale ed umana”. 

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame through the pages of “La Freccia” magazine18687


				We are pleased to share the article published in the September issue of “La Freccia”, the magazine of the Italian State Railways Group, within the section “Italy doing business”.

			



		

			



			
				Our latest Sustainability report is online!18684


				Our latest #sustainability report is online!

We are pleased to present the progress the Group has made in 2022, a particularly important year for all the projects in which we have been involved.

Have a look!

			



		

			



			
				110 cum laude for Alessia De Luca after her internship at Beltrame18598


				Congratulations to Alessia De Luca who, after her internship at AFV Beltrame Group, graduated with a 110 cum laude!

“During my internship experience at Beltrame, I worked on exciting activities and projects in the field of Human Resources. In particular, I had the opportunity to carry out my thesis on the planning of a method for the management of functional organisation charts, delving into the multinational context of the Group.

This experience was formative for my professional growth as it allowed me to develop concrete skills in the sector.

I would like to thank Giulia Caruso, Group HR Management Director & Deputy CHRO, for guiding me as a tutor in the company and thesis co-rapporteur, and the entire HR team for the support and availability shown along the way”.

			



		

			



			
				Fermata produttiva è sinonimo di miglioramento continuo18574


				Il periodo estivo della fermata produttiva degli stabilimenti è il momento in cui si concretizzano gli investimenti a maggior impatto sulla produzione.

La sede di Vicenza nel mese di Agosto ne ha completato alcuni strategici. Da menzionare in particolare la sostituzione di due nuove gru di carico billette e la nuova placca esterna di evacuazione billette.

Entrambi gli investimenti andranno ad ottimizzare ulteriormente le fasi di scarico della produzione del semilavorato e la fase di carico dei convogli ferroviari da destinare a clienti, con il vantaggio di avere una placca posizionata centralmente e quindi usufruibile da tutte e due le gru.

In area laminazione è stata installata una nuova cesoia CVP2 (fase di taglio del laminato prima dell’ingresso in placca di raffreddamento), un investimento che farà parte di un revamping pressoché completo della parte “a freddo” di uno dei due laminatoi.

Da sottolineare che le attività menzionate sono parte integrante di un processo di miglioramento continuo di AFV Beltrame Italia che in maniera costante va a coprire aspetti di #Sicurezza, #Ambiente, #Qualità ed affidabilità dei processi.

			



		

			



			
				The right choice every day: choosing safety18244


				“With Safety Day we have sensitised all of us to be active participants in ensuring effective risk prevention, promoting participative and effective process management.

It is up to us to decide to act responsibly and to strengthen virtuous behaviours and practices by making the right choice every day: the choice of safety’.

Click here to read the full interview with Stefania Beltrame Giacomello and Alessandra Centofante

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame new member of Green Building Council Italy18232


				“In order to achieve the ambitious 2050 targets set at global level to combat #climate change, a synergetic and rapid action of all the structures and players in the construction sector is essential. The #steel sector, essential for it, is therefore called upon to make a profound transition, starting with the reduction of its carbon footprint, aimed at identifying new production methods for sustainable growth. Joining the Green Building Council Italy is therefore an opportunity for us to do just that,” Raffaele Ruella, CEO and Group CFO.

The Green Building Council Italy is an association that is part of the World GBC, a network of national GBCs present in more than 70 countries, representing the world’s largest international organisation active in the #sustainablebuilding market, with specific focus on the #design and realisation of #salubrious, energy-efficient buildings with low environmental impact.

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria: on a journey to Scandinavia18193


				We are delighted to supply our carbon neutral steel, #Chalibria, to a big project of Tibnor in Scandinavia.

Keep going on playing a key role in the green transformation towards a more #sustainable and #responsible steel industry together.

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame e Polytec: un connubio vincente18178


				New plant solutions for increasingly efficient, safe and technological steel production. Discover the partnership between AFV Beltrame Group and Polytec in the video interview with: Alessandro Franconi, Rossano Verzara and MICHELE VEZZOLA.

Click here to view the video interview.

			



		

			



			
				Chalibria: the long journey towards sustainability continues18162


				#Chalibria, AFV Beltrame Group’s carbon neutral steel for Scope 1+2+3 (upstream) emissions from a cradle-to-gate perspective, is increasingly in demand.

Chalibria products for Heine + Beisswenger Gruppe are ready to be shipped from our Romanian plant, Donalam!

The long journey towards #sustainability continues…

Special thanks to:

Thomas Bilski, Jürg Wüthrich, Carlo Beltrame,

Prof. Dr. Rainer Lindner,  Juri Wallbauer, Matthias Goy,

Giovan Battista Landra, Matthias Heine, Hans Günther Welsch

			



		

			



			
				LME Beltrame Group and MEDEF Hainaut Cambresis18154


				LME Beltrame Group was pleased to welcome the MEDEF Hainaut Cambresis and present its facilities and expertise. We look forward to repeating the experience.

More info here

			



		

			



			
				Safety day at the Vicenza plant18105


				Safety Day for all employees of the Vicenza plant!

A day of #training to raise awareness and transmit the culture of prevention in the field of #health and #work safety took place yesterday at the Fair.

The performances by the ROCK’N’SAFE and HSEquipe teams were very engaging, reminding us that safety is always in our hands and it is up to us to adopt good practices and a responsible attitude every day in our work activities.

Special thanks to the HR Team for the excellent organisation of the event: Stefania Beltrame Giacomello, Alessandra Centofante, Giulia Caruso and to all participants for a great time of sharing!

			



		

			



			
				Day dedicated to team-building17937


				Training day at Villa Michelangelo, in the Vicenza hills, where our colleagues attended a two-day training session entitled ‘Know your team’.

The focus was a series of activities aimed at improving collaboration, information sharing, effective communication, common view, time management and assertiveness in stressful situations.

The format combined a series of experiential exercises and dynamic team building activities.

Special thanks: Cegos Italia, Jo Bassani e Isabella Ruberti.

			



		

			



			
				Tomorrow online interesting webinar organised by Trasporeon17890


				#Sustainability and #Transportation . Enjoy the webinar: “How to achieve more sustainable supply chains through Carbon Visibility” organised by Transporeon with Andrea Chiaravalli and Paolo Mario Sartini Group Supply Chain Director, tomorrow 6 July at 11am.

Register and follow from here.

“In the Beltrame Group we have centralised production planning in order to synchronise the production of all our plants. We did this by investing in #technology and #innovation.

Today we have machine learning and #AI tools that allow us to have, with predictive logic, accurate forecasts. This not only brings benefits and positive consequences for customers, who are supplied with the right product, in the right place, at the right time, but also allows us to reduce our travel time and therefore our carbon footprint”.

			



		

			



			
				Angiola Monica Beltrame hands over the Vice President position to her daughter Barbara after almost fifty years of work17822


				Barbara Beltrame Giacomello hands over as Vice President of AFV Beltrame Group, as successor to her mother, Angiola Monica Beltrame. The appointment was announced at last week’s Board of Directors’ meeting.

“I am proud of this handover because it is not a succession of positions taken for granted due to family affiliation. It is a succession of skills and professionalism. It is a strong signal that the Beltrame group gives to its employees, to the market, to the sector, a sign of continuity and commitment, of #solidity, of #innovation and of #future,  commented Angiola Monica Beltrame. Barbara is a well-prepared, committed woman who will give new impetus to the company with a contribution of vision and modernity, with a new approach to both corporate and human relations, direct, dynamic and international. “

Angiola Monica Beltrame joined the family company in 1975, then took over as head of the raw materials purchasing department and later became managing director and vice-president in 2020. on 31 May 2021, she was awarded the honour of Cavaliere del Lavoro (Knight of Labour) by President of the Republic Mattarella.

“I accept the new appointment with a sense of responsibility and gratitude towards the Board of Directors of AFV Beltrame Group, all the people who dedicate their work every day to the success of the group, and not least my family. I would like to thank them for their trust and assure them that the experience gained in these years of commitment in the company and in entrepreneurial representation will be put to good use to make an effective contribution. A heartfelt thank you to my mother, a woman I have always known to be exceptional, who has preceded me in this position but above all has been an example to me for the dedication, tenacity, and skills with which she has carried out her role as an entrepreneur, a committed woman, and a mother for so many years,” said Barbara Beltrame, the new Vice President of AFV Beltrame Group, former Vice President of Confindustria with responsibility for internationalisation and Group Chief Marketing & Communications Officer of Beltrame.

In almost fifty years of work in the company, Angiola Monica Beltrame has always worked with passion and responsibility, always open to the challenges and innovations of the sector, and the whole Group would like to thank her.

More information here.

			



		

			



			
				The Chalibria project explained by Carlo Beltrame17790


				#Chalibria is the way we want all our stakeholders to follow our developments and our commitment to #decarbonisation and sustainability and to witness our growth.

It is not the result but the starting point of a journey, a journey towards the neutrality of #carbon footprint EAF steel.

Watch the video by Carlo Beltrame.

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame Group’s testimony on energy efficiency processes17781


				This morning, Unione Industriali Torino welcomed a delegation from the Federal Republic of India, led by Ambassador Neena Malhotra and composed of entrepreneurs and representatives of the Indian Ministry of Energy, who were visiting the country to discuss a number of issues related to the secondary steel sector, in particular in the areas of re-rolling and foundries.

The focus of the meeting was the exchange of knowledge with the Turin industrial system and the identification of possible joint business opportunities, through the development of direct relations with those companies in the area that have the characteristics to propose themselves as suppliers of plants, know-how and new technologies.

The morning, concluded by a series of B2B meetings, was also characterised by a workshop organised in collaboration with the Federation Of Indian Chambers Of Commerce And Industry (Ficci), at which Gianmaria Zanni, Group Energy Manager, spoke on behalf of the Turin steel industry, bearing witness to the BELTRAME GROUP and explaining the energy efficiency processes underway in our company.

The event was part of the ‘Energy Efficiency Industry & Data’ project, which supports the Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) and the Indian Ministry of Energy (MoP) in strengthening the capacities of companies in the steel sector that do not participate in emission trading (Perform Achieve and Trade- PAT) to implement high #energy-efficiency technologies and support the improvement of industrial processes

			



		

			



			
				Exciting news from Widnau, Switzerland17680


				Exciting news from Widnau, Switzerland! Andy Keel, a visionary multi-entrepreneur, is constructing a groundbreaking multi-family home, marking a Swiss premiere for Stahl Gerlafingen, AFV Beltrame’s Swiss plant.

The project features the new carbon neutral steel, #Chalibria, a first in Switzerland.

Keel’s multi-family home exceeds the Paris Climate Agreement’s 2050 targets as a net-positive energy house. It boasts a timber frame with hemp concrete insulation and non-load-bearing hemp brick interior walls, designed to generate more energy than it consumes, as the leading newspaper in the Widnau region, “Der Rheintaler” reported.

Hélène Smagghe, Marketing and Sales Manager at Stahl Gerlafingen applauds the site’s remarkable innovation, Keel’s project and Stahl Gerlafingen’s carbon neutral steel usage.

Stahl Gerlafingen supplies #steel to half of Switzerland’s construction sites, with a substantial portion remaining in the country.

Gerlafingen employs a #circulareconomy approach, producing new steel from smelting scrap metal.

Switzerland processes 1.3 to 1.4 million tons of steel scrap annually.

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame supports training projects for young students17628


				AFV Beltrame Group supports projects dedicated to the training of young people and their introduction into the work world through “PCTOs”, Transversal Skills and Orientation Pathways, dedicated to students in the last three classes of secondary schools.

The Vicenza plant is hosting 5 young people, from 5 different schools, and has placed them in the following departments: Quality, Energy, Administration and Central Technical Function to give them a closer look at our reality.

Good luck to you guys! May it be a valuable experience for you!

			



		

			



			
				Stahl Gerlafingen celebrated its 200th anniversary17516


				Stahl Gerlafingen, AFV Beltrame’s Swiss plant, celebrated its 200th anniversary.

Here the TV report

We would like to thank once again the Swiss Minister of Infrastructure, Federal Councillor Albert Rösti, the President of the Cantonal Government, Brigit Wyss, the Mayor of Gerlafingen, Philipp Heri, the Member of the Council of States Roberto Zanetti for attending the event and all our employees, customers and friends who made this evening unforgettable and celebrated this important goal with us!

Have a look at the video!

			



		

			



			
				Interesting article published in “Il Sole 24 Ore”17444


				“The fight against climate change is a primary issue for all producers of #steel for electric furnaces,” explained Raffaele Ruella in an interview published today on “Sustainable Development” insert published by Il Sole 24 Ore. The Beltrame Group started with carbon footprint measurements, upstream and downstream, also looking at the supply chain. The data was then expressed in a certification, ISO 14064, and translated into an activity of transparency and external information’.

In essence, 45 possible actions were developed for implementation, with a target of a 40% cut in emissions by 2030.

“In the latest report, to be published shortly, we can already document a decrease from 0.26 to 0.23 tonnes of CO2 per finished product, Scope 1 and 2”.

Read more about the article here

			



		

			



			
				The first Chalibria branded building17400


				#Chalibria, our certified carbon neutral steel, is an ambitious project.

As you might know, AFV Beltrame Group defined a CO2 reduction plan by 2030.

In the meantime, we want to make change happen, and therefore we launched our “Chalibria” on the market.

It may not surprise that we are very glad to see our solution for #realestate developers who want a building to be CO2-neutral from scratch, cheer to the new product.

The very first building that uses “Chalibria” to ensure #carbonneutrality, even in the building itself, is situated in the canton St. Gallen. In Widnau the project by entrepreneur Andy Keel will host 17 units. The construction has just started.

SIGMUND Sieber AG Nadia Sieber

CDS Ingenieure Kevin Tanner

STAHL GERLAFINGEN Hélène Smagghe

Locher Bewehrungen AG

INEGA/ZINDEL (Kohle) Christian Wengi Gion Willi

CarStorCon® Technologies GmbH (Kohle) Axel Preuss

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame participates today in the interesting training seminar organised by the Order of Engineers of Vicenza17345


				Today “Engineering meets welding“, an interesting training seminar organised by FONDAZIONE PROMOZIONE ACCIAIO under the patronage of the Order of Engineers of the Province of Vicenza, will be held. The meeting will be held at the headquarters of Valfer Spa in Cornedo Vicentino, while the technical and practical demonstration of welding will take place in the workshop of EFFEVI Srl.

Enrico Fornelli, CCO and Giovan Battista Landra, Group Sustainability & Environment Director will present AFV Beltrame Group’s projects on decarbonisation and #Chalibria, our carbon neutral certified steel.

			



		

			



			
				AFV Beltrame Group partecipates at this year’s Decarb Connect Europe17351


				Don’t miss Decarb Connect summit!

A very interesting event focused on accelerating #decarbonisation in the hardest-to-abate sectors by discussing with leaders in the most energy-intensive fields and

with complex challenges to solve.

Giovan Battista Landra will present the AFV Beltrame Group sustainable projects.

			



		

			



			
				Stahl Gerlafingen celebrated its 200th anniversary17348


				It was a night to remember! Yesterday, Stahl Gerlafingen, AFV Beltrame’s Swiss plant, celebrated the 200 years jubilee.

It was two centuries ago when the company in Gerlafingen was founded. At that time, the products out of the Gerlafingen plant were very central for building the modern Swiss state.

Something that was cherished by federal Councilor @Albert Rösti, Swiss minister for infrastructure. He thanked the Beltrame family for safeguarding nearly 600 jobs in the village.

A very important role of the plant was also presented by the Head of the regional government, Frau Landammann @Brigit Wyss. She also stressed the important role of the plant in the Swiss #circulareconomy economy.

Whereas the mayor of Gerlafingen, Mr. Heri Philipp, described how close the village and the plant grow together. Several members of the owner family Beltrame were present at the festivities, which the employees saw as a huge honor for the plant.

The plant stopped production on Monday to ensure that each and every one of the employees was able to join the party. Giving credit to the owners’ Italian roots and the Swiss crews, both Italian and Swiss specialties were served for the festive dinner. Christa Rigozzi, former Miss Schweiz, lead on stage through the whole celebrations.

			



		

			



			
				Beltrame and Alperia together towards decarbonisation17128


				The collaboration with the Alperia Group is a partnership that has lasted for many years and allows us to address the challenges of #decarbonisation and energy efficiency in a strategic and structured way. 

A first important result was the birth of #Chalibria, our carbon neutral certified steel. A goal that we also achieved thanks to the support of Alperia.

“Beltrame and Alperia together towards decarbonisation“.

			



		

			



			
				Safety Day at the San Didero plant16992


				Safety day in the San Didero (TO) plant: a training day dedicated to all employees in which the topics of #Safety, #Energy and #Sustainability were discussed, followed by the presentation of #Chalibria the new carbon neutral certified steel.

In the afternoon, the show ‘Ocjo’ was staged to raise awareness of occupational health and safety prevention.

Special thanks to the speakers, actors and organisers of the event:

Stefania Beltrame Giacomello, Alessandro Franconi, Ruggero Rigon, Davide Mottin, Roberto Baron, Gianmaria Zanni, Giovan Battista Landra, Matteo Marchetto, Andrea Costa, Alessandra Centofante, Sviluppo Formazione.

			



		

			



			
				Many thanks to Saint-Amand Handball – Porte du Hainaut16921


				Sporting values, but above all human values that can only lead to enriching sharing on both sides. A big thank you to Saint-Amand Handball – Porte du Hainaut and to our partners for your presence.

			



		

			



			
				Barbara Beltrame meets the students of the University of Verona16888


				“The Veneto region, where the #steel supply chain is not limited to steel plants but involves numerous other production sectors, will increasingly need to produce steel, a raw material to which almost all strategic products for the Italian economy are linked.

Italian economy”. These were the words of Barbara Beltrame Giacomello, Head of marketing&Communication of the Afv Beltrame Group and national vice-president of Confindustria, in her speech a few days ago at the University of Verona, where she met the students of the History of Businesses course as part of the History of Businesses and Management – Master’s Degree in Governance and Business Administration.

Read the full article here.

			



		

			



			
				New meeting with students at the University of Padua16869


				Alessandro Franconi, AFV Country COO & Plant Manager Vicenza, held a seminar at the University of Padua on the production process of electric arc furnace (EAF) steelmaking.

The seminar was held in English, as the master’s degree course in Materials Engineering is attended by international students, and also emphasised the importance of human capital and sustainability, issues in which AFV Beltrame Group believes and invests heavily.

The students themselves had the opportunity to see first-hand what was explained by visiting our production site in Vicenza.

			



		

			



			
				Carlo Beltrame participated at the CEE Sustainable Finance Summit16841


				Carlo Beltrame participated as a speaker at the CEE Sustainable Finance Summit in the panel discussion: “Unleashing the power of company decarbonization” bringing the Beltrame Group’s experience.

The CEE Sustainable Finance Summit is the largest specialized hybrid event on #sustainability in finance and business in the Central and Eastern European (CEE) region.

It aims to inspire, inform, connect, challenge and drive positive change. The Summit showcases best practices in business and finance, providing access to a unique range of experts and practitioners working on the EU Green Deal, the Fit for 55 package, the Sustainable Finance Agenda (EU taxonomy, SFDR, CSRD, and green bond standards), and many practical solutions for data and reporting.

You can review the recording of the panel here
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